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Editorial
Our last issue was rather historically heavy, while this issue contains
more of the balance of articles we try and strive for covering the natural
environment, history, archaeology and poetry. David and Janet Jardine
report on a rare sighting of the Monarch butterfly in our area, while Dave
and Pat Batty tell us how our changing landscape use may be affecting
our Marsh Orchid population. Rebecca Pine provides us with her
traditional poem on the NHASMA trip to the Black Isle. Otherwise we
have a report on the excavation of two burial cists on Carnasserie farm,
which gives us important insights in life and death in the past. We also
have a piece on the rather extraordinary character of John Dubh
MacConnochie. It always makes me wonder how such a person, taken
from his time, would function in our society today, a jail bound thug? an
aggressive city dealer? a good soldier? I suppose we can only guess.

Please email any articles you wish to be considered for publication in the
Kist to Roddy Regan at roddy@kilmartin.org.

“Let’s be hearing from you all.” – Marion
Campbell, 1962.
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Monarch Butterfly in Mid-Argyll
David & Janet Jardine
The monarch butterfly Danaus plexippus, also known as the Milkweed,
provides one of the best known examples of insect migration in the
world; from eastern North America to the mountains of central Mexico,
and from western North America to the coast of California. The
butterflies rest for the cool winter months in large aggregations which
may contain tens of millions of individuals. There is a small population in
the Canary Islands and has it has also been found in North Africa and on
Gibraltar.
On the morning of 25 June 2017 one was found in a garden in Kilmartin,
Mid-Argyll feeding on an ox-eye daisy at around 10.30am. It lingered long
enough to be photographed, but was not found there later in the
afternoon.

Monarch or milkweed butterfly at Kilmartin, Mid Argyll on 25 June 2017
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One was reportedly seen on Lismore on 25 September 1999 (pers.
comm. J M Dickson) and the only other Scottish record we can trace is of
one at the Macaulay Institute, Aberdeen on 23 October 2007. This
migrant butterfly is reported regularly, if scarcely, in south-western
England, particularly in autumn following the passage of fast-moving
meteorological depressions crossing the Atlantic.
While there were strong westerly winds just before this sighting and the
individual shows some signs of wear, there is another possible
explanation for this unusual sighting. There has been an increasing trend
for captive-bred butterflies, including this species, to be released at
wedding ceremonies. There is no evidence to confirm whether it was a
wild individual or captive bred, so the origin of this spectacular butterfly
will remain a mystery.
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John Dubh MacConnochie: ‘a man of
fierce and remorseless disposition’
Roddy Regan
Within Kilmartin churchyard and now used to house medieval carved
gravestones is the mausoleum of Neil Campbell Bishop of Argyll and his
wife Christaine Carswell, the daughter of John Carswell, Bishop of Argyll
and the Isles. Neil and Christiane had several offspring, known
collectively as ‘Slioch an Easbuig’ (descendants of the Bishop) holding
important positions within the Highland church. Their eldest son John
also became Bishop of Argyll (1608-1613) while another son Neil was
named parson of Kilmartin in 1617 and became Bishop the Isles (16331638), while a third son, Donald, followed in his father's footsteps as
vicar of Kilmartin in 1628.

Inscription on Neil Campbell’s mausoleum, Kilmartin churchyard
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The inscription reads:

1627
HEIR.LYIS.MR
NEIL.CAMBEL
AND CHRISTIANE.C
However before Christiane married Neil, she was married to Dugald
MacConnochie (or Campbell) of Inverawe, a family who had a completely
different reputation and who have given us several tales, one of which I
came across when looking into the history of Carnasserie castle.
One story relates how when Dugald died, his brother John Dubh ‘nan
Creach’ attempted to murder Dugald and Christiane’s son Archibald, in
order to obtain the family inheritance. The tale tells us that Archibald
‘…was being fostered by the wife of a man of the name of MacPherson,
residing at Crubaig, Bunaw. The uncle, a man of fierce and remorseless
disposition, had resolved to do away with his nephew and secure the
estate to himself. The foster-mother, being persuaded that such was his
intention, fled with her charge to Carnassery’. ¹ Not daunted, his uncle
waited until Archibald was older and invited him to a hunt near Cruachan
on Christmas Day. The feast following the hunt was held in a barn in
which straw bales were being used as seats. Concealed in the seat
intended for Archibald were ‘spikes and daggers’, which luckily had been
noticed by Archibald’s gillie, a Macpherson, who warned him not to sit
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down whereby his dog jumped on the seat and was impaled by the
hidden weapons .² Another version tells that it was in an ensuing scuffle
by fighting dogs that a dagger was revealed at the end of a table.³
After the murderous ploy was discovered, Archibald and Macpherson
then fled the scene chased by his uncle who caught up with them at the
wood of Nant (Coille Neannda) where Archibald killed his uncle with an
arrow. A cairn (Càrn Mhic Dhonnchaidh) is now said to mark the spot
(although no cairn has as yet been identified). Archibald later had
inscribed above the door of Inverawe ‘Should a MacPherson come with a
man’s head under his belt make him welcome here’.
The truth behind this story has been previously investigated by Diarmid
Campbell in West Highlands Notes and Queries much of which is
repeated here with extra bits of information gleaned from various
documents. ⁴
As seen with the Lady Rock story in Kist 93 the characters involved all
existed and appear in documents of the latter half of the 16th century
and early 17th century. As mentioned above, Christiane did indeed marry
Dugald MacConnochie of Inverawe and they had a son Archibald. Dugald
had several brothers one of whom was John Dubh MacConnochie who
became Archibald’s tutor. Being tutor meant that the individual looked
after the affairs of the family until the heir, in this case Archibald, came
of age at 21 and was able to administer his inheritance. At this time
Carnasserie castle was in the hands of Christiane’s brother Archibald
Carswell, so seeking refuge in the castle would have made perfect sense.
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John Dubh MacConnochie also appears to have been a formidable
character and had gained himself a fearsome reputation earning his
nickname ‘nan Creach’ (the raider or plunderer). ⁵
Indeed during the late 16th century the nickname could have equally
applied to the family of MacConnochie of Inverawe as a whole. The
MacConnochies were Campbells and claimed descent from Duncan (na
Crosta), a son of Neil Campbell of Loch Awe (who had died before 1316)
giving them the family name of MacDonnachaidh or MacConnochie sons of Duncan.
The family became established on land at the northern end of Loch Awe
by the 15th century, including Inverawe, Lerags and Glenfeochan. The
family appear to have associations with two castles on Loch Awe, Innis
Chonnel (sometimes referred to as Ardchonnel) and Fraoch Eilean, the
latter which they occupied in the early 17th.
During the latter half of the 16th century the family appear to have been
particularly active and troublesome, although their martial capabilities
were recognised and often utilised by the Earls of Argyll and the
Campbells of Glenorchy.
There is a traditional story of a battle between MacDougall forces and
the Inverawe family in Lorne sometime in the 16 th century (1557 has
been cited as a date although again we have no extant official records).
The Campbells of Inverawe (presumably under Archibald who died c.
1573) were in feud with the MacDougalls of Dunollie and the two sides
meet to settle the quarrel by force of arms. Supporting the MacDougalls
were the MacLeas of Achnacree whose chieftain had fostered
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Inverawe’s eldest son (this may have been Allan who had died before
1575).⁶ The son of Inverawe obviously had some fondness for his foster
father and asked his own father to try and persuaded MacLea to leave
the field. MacLea agreed to a parley although when entering Inverawe’s
tent he was stabbed by Inverawe’s younger son (possibly Dugald). In the
fight that followed the MacLeas were nearly wiped out, losing up to 80
men. ⁷
There is another tradition (again historically unsubstantiated) that when
Dugald was pursuing a feud with the MacDonalds and absent from either
Friaoch Eilaen or Ardchonnel (Innis Chonnel) castle, the stories vary to
which, it was attacked by Allan ‘nan-sop’ MacLean who burnt the castle
and hung his wife and children at the gate (his nickname ‘nan-sop’ means
‘of the straws’ and apparently derives from his charming habit of burning
his victims within hayricks). If this tradition is true then the attack would
have occurred before 1552 when Allan ‘nan-sop’ is known to have died.⁸
In 1567, Dugald and his by now ageing father Archibald were tried by a
panel of Campbell lairds for ‘drowning Clanarthour’ where several
individuals of the MacArthurs of Tirevadich had been driven into Loch
Awe and killed by members of the Inverawe family. For this action they
were eventually pardoned by the 5th Earl of Argyll, although they had to
provide compensation to dead men’s kin and were also deprived of
offices of bailie on both sides of Loch Awe which was given to the
MacArthurs. ⁹
Another tale tells how Dugald, now head of the family, appears to have
attempted to make peace with the MacDougalls by marrying his
daughter to Dougall of Dunollie, this being Dougall’s second marriage.
However, jealous of her influence, the sons of Dunollie’s first wife tried
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to drown his new bride and she understandably fled. Unfortunately, she
fled with the brooch of Lorne still attached to her plaid. Thus her new
husband set his bloodhounds after her and although they retrieved the
plaid and brooch, the wife escaped back to her family.¹⁰
The family appear to have been used by the Campbell hierarchy as local
enforcers as shown in a letter from Dougall MacDougal of Dunollie to
Colin Campbell of Glenorchy dated to 1570 when ‘…Klan Dondochy hes
promistit faithfully to tak MacIanis and deliver him to Johne Campell (of
Lochnell?)…’.¹¹
The family under Dugald continued to be used in this role and if the
above story of his murdered wife is true, he may eventually have had
some redress against the MacLeans who were effectively at war with the
Campbells in the late 1570’s. In 1577, Dugald amongst others attacked
‘(Lachlan) MacLean’s house of Lochgorm’ and later in the summer of
1579 the Earl of Argyll ordered him to lead a raid against the MacLeans
of Luingwhwreit where it was reported that; ‘M'Condoquhy of Inverraw
with his complices… of three scoir persons…with bowis, dorlochis,
habersconis and other wappynis invasive…came to the said Lauchlane's
Isle of Loyne, and after great spoliationis and reif of guids, cruelly slew
umquhile Robt. Tailyeour and M'Ingoun, his servant, and also put violent
hands on George Smollet, captain of said isle, and after wounding him
deadly transported him to the Earl's place of Inchconnell, and there kept
him prisoner….’¹²
Dugald’s sister Margaret¹³ was married to John Carswell, while as we
have seen Dugald himself married Carswell’s daughter Christiane,
although the exact date of Dugald and Christiane’s marriage is not
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known. However, it seems likely he was much older than his new wife
although the marriage produced a new heir of Inverawe, Archibald. It
seems likely Dugald died when Archibald was young and possibly in the
same year that Archibald was born (c1582/3) as ‘John Dubh
MacConnochie’ is named as tutor of Inverawe in July 1583. ¹⁴
Prior to this, it seems likely that John Dubh had become a respected
captain of Scots mercenary forces fighting in Ireland. We know this from
later documents that mention his earlier service in Ireland (see below)
although as yet we know little of what this may have entailed. If in
Ireland he may have returned home on the death of his brother to take
up his duties as tutor to his nephew (which may have been just as well as
the Scots forces in Ireland were virtually wiped out in September 1584).
In 1585 ‘…Johne Campbell alias McConoquie tutor of Inverawe…’ pledged
his loyalty to Duncan Campbell of Glenorchy in a bond of manrent.¹⁵
After this the reputation of the family is maintained by John Dubh and
other members of the family including John’s brother Patrick and his
sons Duncan and Patrick all who appear to have been particularly active
in last decades of the 16th century.
The troublesome nature of the family was even recognised by the Crown
in 1587 in an act ‘For the quieting and keping in obedience of the
disorderit subjectis, inhabitantis of the bordouris, hielandis and ilis’ where
‘MacCondoqnhy of Innerraw’ appears in ‘‘The Roll of the Names of the
Landlordis and Baillies of Landis in the Hielandis, quhair Broken Men hes
duelt and Presentlie duellis’ and his family the ‘Campbellis of Innerraw’ in
‘The Roll of the Clannis (in the Hielandis and Iles) that hes Capitanes,
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Chieffis, and Chiftanes quhome on thay Depend, oft tymes aganis the
Willis of thair Landislordis: and of Sum Speciale Personis of Branchis of
the Saidis Clannis’.¹⁶
In 1591 ‘…Johne Dowe Makconnochie tutor of inverawe…’ again ’… binds
himself and his heirs in manrent to Duncane Campbell of
Glenurquaye…because the said Ducane Campbell had given him great
assistance in getting the seven merkland of Ardewnack possessed
formerly by Donald Makerliche…’. This appears to be a reference to a
dispute between the John Dubh and the MacTearlach Campbells over the
lands of Ardeonaig which, as we shall see below, also has later
repercussions. The document also lists some of the obligations John
Dubh and his family were expected to undertake in return ‘…to give
service in hosting hunting and stenting ¹⁷…’ and ‘…to help Duncan
Campbell home with wine every summer…’.¹⁸
In 1590 Patrick and his nephew Duncan took part in a raid led by Donald
Robertson of Strowan and Duncan Menzies of Comrie against Sir William
Bandane ‘…and spoiled him and his tenants of 5 score and 12 nolt, and 9
score sheep’ ¹⁹
In October 1591 ‘John Dow McCondoquay in Inneraw’ is named in a
complaint by James Lord Ogilvie over a ‘raid’ on his lands in Strathardle,
Lower Glenshee and Glenisla. With 500 participants this was perhaps
more than a raid. The excuse given for the raid was that it was in
retaliation for the past treatment of Alexander Campbell of Persie.
Apparently Persie, while attending a wedding in Glenisla, insulted the
bride’s Ogilvie family. When her father objected and went to
remonstrate with Persie, Persie stabbed the father with his dirk. Lord
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Ogilvie, who was also at the wedding, intervened threatening Persie with
his claymore. Some family members sought to hang Persie but were
dissuaded by Lord Ogilvie and settled for dragging him around the
bounds of the glen by a halter around his neck. This supposed slight to
the Campbells initially led to two raids in 1591 in which John Dubh is
named and ‘…under the silence of night invadit the inhabitants of Glen
Elay and Glen Clova, ane hes murdered and slain 3 or 4 innocent men and
wemen, and reft and taken away ane grit pray of guiddies…’. The named
persons were summoned to appear before the King and Privy Council but
failing to appear were declared rebels.²⁰
In 1592, as part of the above mentioned feud over Ardeonaig, we find a
complaint made by Charles (MacTearlach) Campbell, servant to the laird
of Abercairney, against ‘Johnne Dow M'Condoquhy, tutor of Inneraw,
Johnne Dow M'Gilliquhonnell, and Patrik M'Awishe of their
having…spoiled the whole goods and plenishing…of Ardowaneck in
Braidalbane’.
Not to be outdone, John’s sons appear in a complaint of 1592 where
‘Duncane and Patrik Campbell, sons of the M'Condochy of Inneraw, with
others, reft from Christian Moyle in Berriehill and Allaster M'Duff, her
spouse, 4 oxen worth £30, 2 horses worth £80, 6 kye worth £6 each,
6mares worth £20 each, with followers worth 80 merkesis.’ ²¹
In 1594, it is likely one of the sons (take your own pick), who is
mentioned in a complaint made in Edinburgh by John Lennox of
Blarnashogill and James Lennox his tutor, against John Campbell of
Ardengibbon who accompanied ‘…by M'Condoquhy, Inneraw's son and
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three score broken men, to the complainer's house, broken into the same,
carried off goods and plenishing, and chased his tenants.’ ²²
In 1594 ‘M'Condochy of Inneraw’ is cited in a case of ‘Spulzie’ (to rob or
plunder) as having taken from John Fraser in Lochanis ‘…14 horses and
mares…’ and ‘…60 kye…’ ²³
In later years, and after John Dubh’s death, the Earl of Argyll is held
responsible for compensation for this raid, as John Dubh was said to be
‘his man’ however Argyll denied this, and thus avoided paying
compensation by insisting that at this time ‘…M'Condochy was a speciall
assistair to the Earl of Murray…’. ²⁴
However, this seems like special pleading as John Dubh was very much
still being used by the Campbell hierarchy in pursuit of their own ends.
For example, in 1594 it is John Dubh who is mentioned by Robert Bowes,
the English Ambassador to Scotland, that ‘MacConochie gathers Argyll's
forces, with purpose (as it is thought) to ride against Huntly, and [it is
thought] that the Clan Gregors will partye Argyll's forces…’ ²⁵ and later
‘…has come into Huntly’s bounds and taken some prey of cattle, which
was rescued…’ ²⁶
From 1595 John Dubh was obviously planning to return to Ireland as a
captain of Highland forces to assist the Earl of Tyrone, Hugh Roy O' Neil,
in his rebellion against the English. He was obviously identified as an
important player in these affairs as attempts were being made by Robert
Cecil (son of William Cecil, Lord Burghley) and Robert Bowes to play their
part and provide information about the Irish rebels. This was to be done
with the assistance of James Campbell of Lawers who, acting as an agent
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for the English government, was keeping an eye on the movement of
troops. In a letter to Robert Bowes in January 1595 it was reported that
Lawers
‘…has gone to the Isles, and if he cannot stay their (the gathered troops)
owe[r]going, he will cause MacCondochy, who will be one of their chief
captains, to keep intelligence with any trusty Irish in that country…’²⁷
It was also reported by Lawyers that ‘…O'Neill, O'Donnell and
O'Dochartie…’ were concerned as they had heard John Dubh had been
killed ‘…because he had oft done them service in Ireland…’ and with some
confidence declares ‘…I shall make M'Kondochy keep a secure
intelligence with any " Iyrland " man the ambassador pleases…’²⁸
Later Lawyers promises to ‘…hold MacKondochy to order, I have caused
my brother- in-law, the Laird of Glenlyon, to give him a " rowme " and
dwelling in his lands, where he is already dwelling..’ ²⁹
The importance of John Dubh is perhaps underlined in another letter
from John Colville to Robert Bowes which states. ‘…MacCondochy, who is
the chieftain… for without him there can be no great matter
enterprised…’. ³⁰ At the same time John Dubh is being encouraged by
‘…O'Donnell and O'Neil willing him to come to Ireland with 400 men…’³¹
In June it is reported that John Dubh, perhaps understanding his worth to
either side, tries to gain some advantage to himself.
‘…young Lawers has let MacCondochy have land of his own and gotten
him also land of Glenlyon to keep him for the service…’³²
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Later in 1595 John Dubh appears to try his luck with the Earl of Argyll, a
ploy that seems to have failed. ‘...Argyll tells me that MacCondochy has
gone from him and intends to go to Ireland. The Earl sent for him, but he
would not come till he gave assurance that he would not hurt or stay him.
Whereupon he came to the Earl and received armour and other things on
him, so that the Earl thought he had won him. But suddenly he sought to
have some lands. The Earl not granting these, he departed without leave
or farewell, insomuch that the Earl means, if he can get him, that he shall
neither hurt us nor him…’.³³
In July 1595, further attempts are made to bribe John Dubh to delay his
going to Ireland ‘…Angus MacConnell has likewise sent for M'Konndoquhy
to be in readiness to pass with him. But young Lawers, who has lately
received your token (of 100 angels), has gone to him for staying of his
journey…’ ³⁴
Later in August it is reported that ‘…MacCondochy shall be moved to
follow his counsel (Lawers) and shall stay in the country…’ ³⁵
We are not sure whether John Dubh went to Ireland or not but he may
have done as he does not appear in Scottish records again until 1597,
when ‘Johnne Dow M’Condoquhy, Johnne Dow M’Gilliquhonnell and
Patrik M’Awishe’ were denounced as rebels in relation to despoiling of
Ardeonaig in 1592.³⁶
In the same year his son (and possibly his brother) maintain the families’
reputation when ‘Duncane M'Condochy, son of M'Condochy of Inneraw,
and Patrick M'Condochy’, are charged with reiving from James Anderson
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in Drumharrow ‘…the whole goods and gear within his house, and slaying
his father, Robert Anderson’. ³⁷
1598 appears to have been a particularly active year for the family as
‘…M'Condochy of Inneraw and Patrick M'Kais, his servitor…’, were
charged for reiving from ‘…George Hay in Snago, 2 oxen, 2 kye, a horse
and 2 mares, and from John Scot there 4 oxen, all worth £20 each…’ ³⁸
Again in 1598 ‘Duncane Campbell, son of M'Condochy of Inneraw…’ is
charged ‘….for reiving from Androw M'Baith in Hiltoun of Maner…5 kye
with calf, £20 each’. ³⁹
In the same year the continuing feud with the MacTearlaichs over the
lands of Ardeonaig boiled over. In 1589 Donald MacTearlaich brought an
action against ‘John Dow McConaquair in Raw’ for the ejection of him
and his sons. However, as we have seen above the land had been
granted by Duncan Campbell of Glenorchy to John Dubh in 1591.
Donald also brought another action against his wife Barbara Graham,
who, it was alleged, had committed adultery with John Dubh and borne
him a child. ⁴⁰ Donald however had died in 1593, and by 1595 (after
some disputes with his brothers) the lands of Ardeonaig had been legally
entailed to his son Charles. In 1597 Charles then proceeded to raise
letters of horning (pursuing debts) from ‘John Dow amongst others’ for
the spoliation of lands of ‘Ardewniche’ in 1592. This no doubt
contributed to the bad feeling between the MacConnochies and the
MacTearlaichs and led to the ‘slaughter of Patrick Mackerlich’ by ‘John
Dow McCondochie, Patrick McCondochie… and others of the name… at
the head of Glen Almond…and cutting his head from his body after his
death, and carrying the same upon a staff before them’. ⁴¹
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For this action John Dubh was reprimanded by the Earl of Argyll, but his
military skills and reputation were probably still too useful to the Earl for
him to take any serious action against him.
The year 1598 finishes with ‘John Dow McCondochie, tutor of Inneraw;
Duncan Campbell, his sone, Patrick Campbell brother to the said Johne;
Lauchlane Campbell, brother-sone to the said Johne;…’ along with other
Campbells and MacGregors, being named in an action by James
Alexander of Elphinstone against the Earl of Argyll for a raid which
appears to have involved John Dubh, his brother, his son and his
nephew.⁴²
John Dubh’s last appearance on record is on 31st January 1602 when he
was named by the Earl of Argyll to be one of the two leaders of an official
Scots expedition to Ireland in support of Queen Elizabeth. ⁴³
This adventure failed to come to fruition with the Queen’s death in 1603
and from here we return to the initial tale in this article that John Dubh
was killed by his nephew. Archibald likely came of age (21) in 1603-4 and
if tradition is true may have killed his uncle shortly before, although we
have no evidence of this in the extant records.
The reputation of John Dubh is further besmirched by another tradition
that has attached itself to him. This tells us he may have been one of the
last people to practice the Taghairm nan cat which involved the
gruesome practice of roasting live cats on a fire until their yells
summoned forth spirits which could grant the participants certain
favours or wishes.⁴⁴ The speculation that the Inverawe family were
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involved in this comes from an enquiry which appeared in West Highland
Notes and Queries. ⁴⁵ This article referred to an edition of a publication
on the Campbells of Barbreck. which mentioned that the Taghairm was
last practiced on Mull in the 17th century. In the author’s copy ‘Mull’ had
been scored out and ‘Inveraw’ substituted in the margin.⁴⁶ This led
Diarmid Campbell to postulate that the tale might relate to John Dubh.
Martin Martin, who published his account of the Western Isles, also tells
us that he was he was told by a respected source (which sounds a wee
bit like the ‘bloke down the pub’) that ‘about 60 years ago, the oracle
was consulted only once and that was in the parish of Kilmartin, on the
east side, by a mischievous set of people, who are now extinguished root
and branch’.⁴⁷
If true, for most of us animal lovers, this seals John Dubh’s reputation as
particularly nasty man.
However, John Gregorson Campbell, the 19th century authority on
superstition and witchcraft in the Highlands, tells us that he came across
stories of the Taghairm being used by two men, Alan Cameron (Ailean
nan Creach, died c 1480) in Lochaber and Lachlann Odhar (c 1600) in
Pennygowan, Mull. ⁴⁸ There is also another mention of it being used by
the MacArthurs of Glassary.⁴⁹ Alan Cameron and Lachlann Odhar were
well known cattle thieves and Campbell postulated the tales about their
use of the Taghairm are so similar they must be from an earlier source.
So it seems likely these grim tales might belong to an earlier tradition
where stories of the use of the Taghairm attach themselves to
disreputable men, this known as a migratory legend, and thus becoming
associated with John Dubh.
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So a killer, mercenary, adulterer and thief John Dubh may have been, but
not after all a cat roaster and in this case the charge has to remain not
proven.
While John Dubh may have died, his family were still being named in
complaints made to the Privy Council in 1613, this time by Alexander
Coloquon of Luss, which named ‘Archibald M'Donachie Campbell, son of
the tutor of Inverawe; Dougall M'Condochie Campbell, brother of the said
Archibald; Lauchlane M'Donachie Campbell, Duncane lr's brother, servitor
to the said Archibald; Patrick M'Donachie Campbell, father brother to the
laird of Inneraw; Archibald M'Ewne M'Donachie Campbell in Achecharne;
Duncane M'Ewne M'Donachie Campbell…for cruel murders, slaughters,
and oppressions’. ⁵⁰
Oh, how John Dubh and his ancestors would have been proud.
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Narrow-leaved marsh-orchid in Mid
Argyll
Dave & Pat Batty
There are many different orchid species found in Mid Argyll but one of
the most uncommon in Scotland is the narrow-leaved marsh-orchid,
Dactylorhiza traunsteineriodes. It is present in three different sites
within a small area of Knapdale, and is found elsewhere in north and
west Scotland. It is one of a complex of similar species which have been
reclassified and renamed over the years. Indeed, over the 30 years we
have known the orchid it has had three different names.

Narrow-leaved marsh orchid

It is an upland species and is found on hill ground where there are wet
base-rich flushes and the orchid is often associated with species such as
Black Bog-rush, Schoenus nigricans, and Alpine Meadow-rue, Thalictrum
alpinum. It is a short growing species, usually about 15 cm tall, and can
be difficult to find growing along a runnel amongst taller flush species
and Purple Moor-grass, Molinia caerulea. It can take some time before
you spot the characteristic bright magenta-red to magenta-purple
flowers, and once you have seen one you are likely to find quite a few
more. The petals are marked with dark purple lines, rings and dots. The
flowers are very characteristic and no other similar species will be
growing in the same location, The leaves are equally characteristic with
dark purple edges and usually dark purple-brown spots or blotches on
the upper surface. It depends on the amount of anthocyanin pigment in
an individual plant as more pigment produces more heavily spotted
leaves and deeper coloured flowers. Despite the marked colouration the
leaves are difficult to spot in the surrounding vegetation and so it is very
difficult to count non-flowering plants.
The hill sites in Knapdale were all originally heavily grazed by sheep
which helped to keep the flush vegetation in check. However over the
years changes in land use have taken place and now two sites are within
commercial forestry blocks with only some deer grazing and the hill sites
appear to be less heavily grazed than they were. We have known these
sites for some 25 years. At one of the forestry sites the flushes have
gradually become overgrown such that the number of orchids has been
markedly reduced from 100+ (including flowering and non-flowering
plants) in the 1990s to only one flowering plant when surveyed in 2016.
It is quite likely that eventually the species will disappear from this site.
However at the other forestry site there is not as much rank growth and
the plants are surviving and still flowering, albeit in low numbers. At this
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site the flushes are not quite as rich and it is likely that the orchid could
persist here. The other hill sites are still sufficiently open for the plants
to survive and in 2016 plants were found at all 7 sites. At one site there
were 43 flowers but at the other 6 sites only 40 in total (range 3-11
flowers) were found. It is possible that even here further reduction in
grazing intensity could lead to local reductions in numbers, but is unlikely
to lead to total loss.
However given how difficult it can be to find this orchid outwith the
flowering period of June it may be that there are other populations in
similar flushes within the Knapdale area that could still be found.
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The Black Isle of Nhasmafree
Rebecca Pine
With apologies to W. B. Yeats who wrote about the Lake of Innisfree.
This is Rebecca Pine’s story of
“The Black Isle of Nhasmafree”
I will arise and go now and go to the Muir of Ord
And we shall fill a cabin there and Moisie pay the rent:
And eighteen folk shall live there a week of bon accord
And never mind the honey bees - were pleasure bent.
I will arise – I know you know it’s not my strongest suit! But Mary’s up and Sara’s up and Moisie’s on the prowl
But they of course are some of Nature’s larks
And I am just a simple tawny owl.
So here we viewed the Moray Firth along the coastal beat
And walked about the Chanonry and up the Fairy Glen
Where by the lapping waters passed the other Nhasmafrees
But did we see the Fairies? Nah! Ye ken.
We reached Fortrose along the track the trains had long forgot
While others found Strathpeffer station still in all its glory.
The older of us still remember older lines –
And courtesies!- but that’s another story.
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The Black Isles northern shores look out across the bay to Nigg
And Invergordon and to Easter Ross beyond;
And gathered there in anchorage are long-redundant rigs
Like giant water lilies in a pond.
Thereby we went to Cromarty to take a speedy rib
And sally forth on Moray Firth (which sounds a little odd)
But not as strange instead of counting peas we found
Perhaps a dozen dolphins in a pod.
It was very wet in Pictland, though the Wetland Hide was dry,
But birds had flown and even ducks took shelter from the rain.
The Pictish trail abandoned at the roadside standing stone,
Saint Colman’s Church Museum was the gain.
We lunched at Carnegie (the café not the hall)
Where Norman wished to offer us his operatic first
I’m sure we’ve heard a lot of debuts in our own time
And his at least was surely not the worst!
It was drier at Culloden though the wind blew fiercely through
The fields of bitter battle, but the sun suffused the scene
Where so many lives were given for lost causes long ago –
But the killing fields were silent, lush and green.
The Clava Cairns were mystical: two Burial Enclosures,
A ceremonial Fire Pit, and around the Standing Stones.
With Douglas, Ann and Jean we joined hands to hug the biggest one
And felt the old vibrations in our bones.
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Fort George was archetypical of military thought
From post-Culloden to the present day;
Yet parapets afforded those who missed them in the rib
A distant view of dolphins out at play.
Glamis though art! And Cawdor! Well - Shakespeare got it wrong
Macbeth was thane of Cromarty (which doesn’t sound so smart!)
And Cawdor castle wasn’t built when Shakespeare wrote his Scottish
Play.
Poetic Licence! That’s the poet’s part.
So we will arise as the night turns to day
And take the roadway back to Mid Argyll, in time for tea.
Our thanks to all who made this week a very pleasant stay
Around the haunts of this the black,
Black Isle of Nhasmafree.
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The Excavation of Two Prehistoric
Burial Cists at Carnasserie
Roddy Regan
The Prehistoric Landscape Setting of the Cists
Carnasserie lies at the junction of three important route ways into the
Kilmartin Glen area. The first route lies to the east of Carnasserie castle
and runs between Kilmartin and the north. A second runs west towards
Ormaig and the sea, with a third running east towards Ford and Loch
Awe. Given this interconnectedness, and the location of Carnasserie
situated at the northern end of Kilmartin Glen it is perhaps not surprising
that the area contains a plethora of prehistoric monuments.
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To the south west of the cist sites and clearly visible from it, situated on
the brow of a ridge is a severely robbed burial cairn excavated in the
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early 1930s (NMRS: NM80SW 21, Craw 1931). Underlying the cairn
material and lying just off centre was a burial cist which contained a
tripartite food vessel along with charcoal and ochre. Additional charcoal
and flint fragments were discovered outside the cist and elsewhere in the
cairn. An arc of boulders, perhaps a kerb of an earlier cairn or perhaps
an integral construction feature of the cairn, was recorded at its base.
Lying below the ridge of the cairn to the north are two standing stones
(NMRS: NM80SW 22). Visible to the north of the castle is the impressive
Carn Ban, a large unopened boulder cairn that dominates the skyline
(NMRS: NM80SW 28).
Another probable cairn also lies within
Carnasserie Farm (NMRS NM80SW 34) while the survey work undertaken
on the farm by Kilmartin Museum identified what may be the remains of
another (Regan 2007, Site 109). The remains of an opened burial cist lies
south west of Carnasserie castle (NMRS: NM80SW 23).
Carnasserie and the area immediately around it appears particularly rich
in rock art with 23 previously recorded rock art sites lying within 1km of
the Castle, which makes this the densest concentration of rock art sites in
Britain. These include the cup-marked stone within the Castle grounds
(NMRS: NM80SW 30) and below the castle to the south west (NMRS:
NM80SW 32). To the south and south west of the castle several rock art
sites have been recorded at Meall a’ Bhreathain (NMRS: NM80SW 13 and
NMRS: NM80SW 127), above Carnasserie cairn and standing stones
(NMRS: NM80SW 123) and to the south of these at Glenmoine (NMRS:
NM80SW 125). To the east of the castle are several sites at Eurach) and
Creagantairbh (NMRS: NM80SW 3, NMRS: NM80SW 24, NMRS: NM80SW
25 NMRS: NM80SW 39, and NMRS: NM80SW 45). The survey of
Carnasserie Farm recorded eleven rock-art sites of which only one
(NMRS: NM 80SW 63) had previously been reported (Regan 2007; Sites 8,
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24, 44, 61, 63, 103, 107, 108, 123, 151 and 199). Apart from one site that
consisted of a single cup-mark the other sites consisted of groups of plain
cup-marks numbering from one 3 to 36, with most located on exposed
natural rock panels. The exceptions to this were Sites 8, 107, 123 and
199 where the rock art was located on loose boulders. To this corpus we
can also add two more recently discovered sites on Carnasserie Farm,
one a boulder with up to nine cup marks and a rock ridge panel with cup
and ring marks.

Cup and ring marks recently found by Rosemary Neagle

It has previously been noted that there appears to be a correlation of
rock-art sites and route-ways into and out of Kilmartin Glen and the
relatively high density of sites at Carnasserie, the perhaps the highest
concentration in Britain, may reflect its position at the junction of three
such route-ways (Bradley 1997; Jones (et al) 2008).
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This picture of prehistoric activity is further enhanced by the presence of
a saddle quern recorded during the Carnasserie Farm Survey (Regan
2007; Site 124) and the sporadic recovery of worked pieces of flint and
pitchstone from the Farm, these reported to Kilmartin Museum (and
currently going through Treasure Trove) that hints at activity beyond the
ritual and likely indicates early occupation on the slopes around
Carnasserie.
The Discovery of the Cists
Following a relatively dry period of weather Rosemary Neagle, owner of
Carnasserie Farm, observed what appeared to be the shape of a large flat
stone situated under the grass/topsoil cover. Thinking this might
represent a cist or fallen standing stone Rosemary approached Kilmartin
Museum to investigate the site. During the ensuing visit topsoil was
removed from around the stone, revealing two other horizontal slabs
that appeared to form the cover of a cist structure, this borne out by the
presence of what appeared to the tops of side slabs. One of the cover
stones also had a pecked cup-mark on its surface. Once drawn, the site
was then covered and the topsoil reinstated. In June 2012 a team from
Kilmartin Museum returned to the site in order to more fully examine the
site (Regan 2013).
The following year in August 2013 Rosemary, observed what appeared to
be a similar large flat stone again situated under the grass/topsoil cover.
Removal of the grass cover revealed a large capstone with the remains of
a possible small stone cairn sealing what appeared to be an intact cist
structure. The site was then covered with geotextile and the topsoil
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reinstated. In early August 2015 we returned to the site in order to
examine the site more fully (Regan 2015).
Cist I
The cist (centred NM 83650 01728) lies approximately 700m N of the
deserted settlement of Carnasserie Mor and is situated on raised knoll
located at the SE end of a natural terrace, now used as sheep pasture.
The terrace affords magnificent views down Kilmartin Glen and overlooks
the prehistoric monuments of Carnasserie Standing Stones (NMRS:
NM80SW 22) and a burial cairn (NMRS: NM80SW 21) to the S and the
impressive Carn Ban (NMRS: NM80SW28) to the E. Visible from the site
is the knoll containing Cist II which lies roughly 500m to the south west.
The cist chamber was sealed by three slabs of schist two of these having
cup marks on their surfaces. The cist chamber was constructed from four
closely fitted epidiorite slabs and overall measured 1.0m-1.14m long,
0.58m-0.65m wide and 0.55m-0.58m deep.
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The cist cover

The fill of the camber was generally fine sandy silt. Two flints were
recovered from the chamber but these were relatively high up in the fill
sequence and it is unlikely they represent original placed objects. The
absence of an obvious burial or even organic staining within the lower
cist fills possibly indicates the absence or disturbance of any primary
burial, although any such burial may have completely degraded. The two
smaller cist covering stones did appear to have been slightly displaced
and this might suggest later disturbance, as does the presence of a post
mediaeval pottery sherd within upper fill. The upper disturbance
however could be down to later agricultural activity (given the nearby rig
and furrow) rather than deliberate robbing. The absence of any evidence
of burial or grave goods within the cist is perhaps not that surprising
given that over half of the recorded cists in Mid Argyll as listed by the
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RCHAMS Inventory for Mid Argyll and Cowal contained no obvious burial
remains.

The cist chamber

Two of the three cover slabs had evidence of pecked cup-marks so it can
possibly be assumed that their choice for a covering was deliberate. Of
the 136 recorded cists listed within the RCHAMS Inventory for Argyll,
there are only 9 examples of cists with pecked decoration. Only two of
these cists, those at Barsliosnach and the cist beneath the cairn at Nether
Largie North have evidence of cup marks on the covering slab, all the
others having decoration on side or end slabs. The cist at Nether Largie
North is by far the most elaborate example with more than forty cups on
the covering slab, although superimposed over the cups are pecked axe
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carvings, probably indicating the stone’s reuse as a cist cover. Only two
of the cists with examples of decoration had any evidence of human
remains, a single tooth at Nether Largie North and a cremation at
Kilbride. Similarly, few had any evidence of inserted grave goods, the
exceptions being a flint knife at Kilbride and a small polished fragment of
jet at Barsliosnach.
Cist II
The present cist site was recorded as during the walkover survey as Site
110 and described as:
‘A natural rise that appears to have been artificially enhanced with a
possible earthen mound. The mound is 13.5m in width N/S and stands
c.4m tall on W and 1.5m tall on E. Upright stone slabs in the centre of
the mound suggest a possibly disturbed cist.’ (Regan 2007).

The knoll looking down Kilmartin Glen
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The mound of the knoll is a prominent feature in the landscape affording
extensive views down Kilmartin Glen to the sea at Crinan and overlooks
Ford Glen to the east. The knoll mound also overlooks the prehistoric
monuments of the Carnasserie Standing Stones and the nearby burial
cairn to the south and the impressive burial cairn Carn Ban to the east.
In addition the knoll can be seen from the Cist I which lies approximately
500m to the north east.
The landscape prominence of the knoll and its unusual appearance may
also have been appreciated in later times as the head dyke of Carnasserie
Mor skirts its western side and bifurcates just beyond the knoll to the
north.
The cist chamber was capped by a large slab of schist and over this at the
north was a small heap of water rounded stones possibly the remnants
of a cairn over the burial site.

The cist cover and cairn remains
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The cist chamber was constructed from four closely fitted epidiorite
slabs, the longer side slabs oriented NNW-SSE (340°-160°). Overall the
internal chamber measured 0.79m long, 0.42 wide and 0.40m-0.42m
deep. The geology of cist and the surrounding site has been examined by
Roger Anderton who noted that the upper edges of the sides of the cist
had been modified to make them level. As with Cist I the chamber was
filled with fine sandy silt. This had few small fragments of charcoal and
burnt bone and spirits began to drop when we came across a small
fragment of post medieval pottery in the fill, thinking like Cist I the
chamber had perhaps been robbed or disturbed.
However, we need not have worried as soon afterwards Alison Sheridan
revealed what appeared to be the edge of a pottery vessel in the north
end of the cist chamber.
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This turned out to be a complete tripartite vase food vessel. This was
highly decorated with rectangular-toothed combs arranged as bands of
horizontal lines and herringbone decoration. The vessel also had a band
of zig-zag false relief between the rim and the higher of two carinations.
The typology of the pot suggests a probable date of between 2150-1950
BC (A. Sheridan pers. comm.).

Without the presence of the food vessel within the cist there would have
been no apparent evidence that the cist contained a burial. While burnt
bone was present within the cist there was no concentration that allows
the interpretation of a cremation deposit that may have accompanied
the food vessel. The most likely scenario was that the cist contained a
body, the small size of the structure perhaps indicating that the structure
was built for a child.
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The very fine silty infill of the cist indicates that the chamber silted up
gradually over time and that the finds, particularly the small post
medieval pot sherds, indicate that this process took some time. The
difficulty with understanding this process is that the cist currently
occupies the very top of the knoll and it is hard to see where the silt
filling the cist derived from. One explanation may be that the knoll was
originally higher, another being that an earthen mound covered the cists
and cairn; in both scenarios the knoll or mound suffered from gradual
erosion through weathering. The well sorted fine silty fill of the cist was
very similar to that of Cist I excavated in 2012; this also contained a post
mediaeval pottery sherd in its upper fill. At the time this led to the
suggestion that the cist may have been disturbed, however the evidence
from Cist II now suggests this may not have been the case.
Tripartite food vessels have been recovered from several other sites in
the Kilmartin area. The nearest example was recovered from a cist within
Carnasserie cairn excavated in 1930 by J. Hewat Craw (Craw 1931). This
cist was similarly orientated NW-SE with the food vessel, now in the
national Museum of Scotland, lying ‘on its side a little to the north of the
middle of the cist’. The cist however was much larger, measuring 3 feet
11 inches (c.1.2m) by 2 feet 1 inch (c.0.62m) and being 1 foot 6 inches
deep (c.0.41m) although no body was in evidence.
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Carnasserie cairn food vessel

Craw also recovered a similar vessel from a cist he excavated along with
two others which had been revealed by quarrying at Bruach an Druimein
on the Poltalloch Estate in 1928 (Craw 1929). Another tripartite vessel
was recovered from the same estate earlier in the century, although its
exact provenance remains unknown (Anderson 1905).

Poltalloch food vessel, provenance unknown
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The central cist within the Glebe cairn also contained a tripartite food
vessel, and another example came from a cist at Ford (Greenwell 1866,
Strachan 1885).

Glebe cairn food vessel

All the above mentioned cists occupied prominent features in the
landscape. The cist at Ford was situated on a prominent natural knoll as
were those at Bruach an Druimein, where a second cist contained a jet
necklace.
The Glebe and Carnasserie cairns became prominent
landscape features, although it is unclear whether the cists with the food
vessels were primary inhumations under the cairns or later insertions
into the cairns. Situated on a prominent knoll and containing a food
vessel one can only surmise that Cist II contained an individual of some
importance or perhaps a member of an important group or family within
the wider community. The cists overlooks some of the more spectacular
monuments in the Kilmartin Glen area, including Carn Ban, the
Carnasserie standing stones and nearby cairn while also enjoying
expansive views over Kilmartin Glen and its linear cairn cemetery. That
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most of the above monuments are associated with the dead, or retain
some form of ancestor memory tends to suggest the location for the
burials were carefully chosen.
Inter visibility between these monuments was also no doubt of some
importance as at least two of these, the cairn at Carnasserie and the
Glebe cairn, contained cists with food vessels, suggesting their near
contemporary use as places of burial. Both these cists however were
larger in size suggesting they contained adult burials while, as mentioned
above, the small size of this second cist recently uncovered on
Carnasserie farm indicates it contained the burial of an infant or child.
The cists are an important discovery in that they add to the picture of
prehistoric activity along the higher slopes north of Kilmartin Glen. The
cists, along with the nearby burial cairns, cup marked rocks and saddle
quern, suggest an important and settled landscape in the prehistoric
period. The positioning of the cists appears to have been important to
the family or group who constructed them, given the fact that both were
cut into bedrock, suggesting the location was more important than ease
of construction.
The food vessel is now nearing the end of its conservation process and
will return to Kilmartin Museum in the very near future.
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